Bringing The Cloud To Your Business Without The Upfront Costs
For many customers, making the jump into the cloud for their IT services can often be a fevered dream that requires a lot expertise, time and upfront financial expense. Here
at Ultima, we recognise these challenges and the barriers to entry. We understand that in the current climate, some businesses cannot afford expensive migration projects and

the skills and expertise to use the cloud. That’s why our cloud division have come up with the solution: Autonomous Migrate – powered by the Microsoft Azure cloud platform,
part of our Autonomous Cloud solution.

Protection

Microsoft cloud is one of the most secure solutions for IT services.
This security is offered to you as part of your cloud service, with
Microsoft updating their security for you on a daily basis.

Redundancy

Microsoft manage the hardware for you in the cloud – where all
aspects are designed with massive redundancy built in, even down
to the ventilation - allowing true peace of mind.

Uptime
The cloud offers the vast majority of your critical services
at least a 99% uptime guarantee. This is often increased to
99.9% to core areas keeping you online, at the highest rate.

Low Risk
Migration can be daunting and fraught with risk. Autonomous
Migrate provides automated checks, balances and the ability to
seamlessly fail back to on-premises during migration

Managed Service

Autonomous Cloud comes with Autonomous Migrate which
monitors, manages and optimses your cloud environment.
Backed by Azure certified expertise with quarterly reviews and IT
documentation.

Opex Costing
Say goodbye to large one off capital expenses as a business for
your IT hardware. In the cloud world we use opex costings –
where you simply pay for what you use

Industry Leading Digital Transformation Has Arrived
Autonomous Migrate is a breakthrough service in the industry. Designed by our technical consultants, we provide a fully working Azure data centre environment designed to industry best practice with absolutely
no setup or upfront costs. If you wish to then migrate some or all of your IT services from on-premises into your new Azure environment, we’ll even do that for you through a highly automated low-risk

service – again, with no setup or upfront costs. Through the use of Azure, say goodbye to looking after and buying hardware, sorting out those power and cooling needs, capital purchases, security and
networking – it’s all provided for you at a much reduced cost. And the best bit? If you need more resources, then it’s all available.

What About Monitoring And Management?
Naturally, you’ll be worried about costly expertise of managing this new IT environment. Don’t worry, we have that covered using Ultima’s Autonomous Cloud – our highly automated management,

monitoring and optimisation managed service for Azure. Backed by our certified Azure experts, we look after your environment in the cloud and help you to balance cost vs. performance. Our

monitoring is proactive and designed to work with the cloud and its resources from the ground-up – an industry first. This means that you’re getting a dedicated Azure team for the fraction of the cost
of your own cloud expert. Autonomous Cloud is tied to the Autonomous Migrate service and is based on a percentage uplift of your Azure consumption. Your first 30 days are provided free of charge.*

*Autonomous Migrate is limited to 50 virtual machines and doesn’t include clustered services or load balanced services from a migration perspective, but these are available at an additional cost. Only supported operating systems are eligible. Autonomous Cloud Ultimate
tier is included as a managed service on an initial 12 month contract and billed as an uplift of your Azure consumption per month from month 2 onwards of Azure going live. A full support list and additional costed services are available on request. See our website here
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